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A study of the binary cation-exchange equilibria between H+-form Amberlite IR-120 resin and aqueous
solutions of lead, nickel, and chromium nitrates at pH < 3 has been made. Experiments were carried out at
(283, 303, and 323) K with solutions having total cation concentrations of 0.1 eq ·L-1. The experimental
equilibrium data have been satisfactorily correlated using the homogeneous mass action law model (LAM).
This model assumes nonideal behavior for both the solution and the solid phase. Wilson and Pitzer equations
have been used to calculate activity coefficients in the solid and liquid phases, respectively. The standard
enthalpy ∆H°AB and the standard entropy ∆S°AB were determined. The values of both the thermodynamic
constant and standard Gibbs free energy ∆G°AB demonstrate temperature dependence. The rise in temperature
caused a slight increase in the value of the equilibrium constant (KAB) for the ion exchange of all heavy
metal ions tested in this study. According to equilibrium constants obtained, the Amberlite IR-120 exhibits
the following order of selectivity, Cr3+ > Pb2+ > Ni2+, in all the ranges of the temperatures studied in
agreement with the rule of higher selectivity at higher counterion charge.

Introduction

Heavy metals such as chromium(III), nickel(II), and lead(II) are
considered high priority environmental pollutants. Their concentra-
tion in industrial effluents (e.g., electroplating, battery and chemical
manufacture, mining, metal finishing, forging, and petroleum
refining) is undesirable due to their accumulation in soil and plants
as well as contamination of aquatic systems. To avoid the presence
of these kinds of compounds in the aquatic systems is nowadays
an environmental challenge since, even in trace amounts, these toxic
and carcinogenic ions can be harmful to aquatic life and the human
body.1–3 There are many methods that can be applied to the removal
of heavy metals: chemical precipitation (using lime and caustic
soda), alum and iron coagulation, ion exchange, adsorption,
evaporation, filtration, membrane separation, electrochemical pro-
cesses, reverse osmosis, and biomass.4–6 However, in some cases,
especially at low metal concentrations, the practical application of
enumerate methods can be ineffective, economically unfavorable,
or technically complicated. Ion exchange has been developed as
an economically feasible alternative for treating wastewater over
the past few decades. This technology allows for reaching the
maximum permissible concentrations for heavy metals in effluents
with the increase in environmental awareness and governmental
policies. Moreover, because of the mild operating conditions, it
can be utilized as supporting systems for conventional purification
technology. Pollutant ions present in the stream are replaced by
noncontaminant ions released from the ion exchanger.7,8 Once the
capacity of the ion exchanger has been spent by entering ions
uptake, it can be regenerated with a highly concentrated regenerant

agent, to restore the initial ionic form and continue again with the
removal process.9,10

Several natural ion exchangers such as zeolitic and clay
minerals, byproduct, and wastes from agricultural or forest
industries11 can be used for heavy metal removal. However,
the complexity of natural materials has made them unpredictable
regarding the impact of existing conditions on the binding
mechanism, capacity, and affinity. In opposite synthetic resins
such as Amberlite IRA-120 and IRN97H, Amberjet 1200H and
1500H (strong cationic resin),4,12,13 chelating exchange resins
(Lewatit TP-207, Diaion CR11),4,14,15 weak cationic resins
(Amberlite IRC86),15 and synthetic zeolite (NaP1)4 exhibit high
heavy metal capacity, resistance against chemical and physical
stress, as well as mechanical stability.16

The design and efficient operation of ion-exchange processes
require equilibrium data for use in kinetic and mass transport
models. Thus, the modeling of the ion-exchange equilibrium is
an a priori step for successful optimization of the design and
operation conditions of a fixed bed ion-exchange column or for
its scaling up. The equilibrium model can then be used to predict
the performance of the ion-exchange process under a range of
operating conditions. Unfortunately, the collected data presented
in the literature are not complete or based on models that are
not always adequate for process mechanism which means that
the design of ion-exchange plants is still rather empirical.

In previous studies, it was indicated that strong acid resins
such as Amberlite IR-120 may be used for the recovery of toxic
metals (Cu2+, Cd2+, Zn2+) at certain conditions, and the entire
study of the equilibrium and kinetic behavior was carried out
for the resin in both H+ and Na+ forms. The experimental data
were fitted to theoretical physicochemical models, and the
parameters were obtained.17,18 Finally, these parameters were
used to predict the breakthrough points for the load process and
the minimum regenerant agent required for reusing the column.12
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The goal of this work is to obtain the ion-exchange equilib-
rium data for the systems H+/Pb2+, H+/Ni2+, and H+/Cr3+ on
the strong acid resin Amberlite IR-120 in aqueous media at
temperatures of (283, 303, and 323) K and a total concentration
in the solution of 0.1 eq ·L-1. Similar to a previous publication,17

the model based on the homogeneous mass action law was
employed to obtain the thermodynamic equilibrium constant and
the binary interaction parameters. Wilson and Pitzer equations
were used to consider the nonideal behavior of the ions in the
solid and liquid phases, respectively, in the same way as in
previous works in the field.19–22

Experimental Section

Chemical. All solutions used in the study were prepared from
analytical grade chemicals: Pb(NO3)2, Ni(NO3)2 · 6H2O,
Cr(NO3)3 ·9H2O (quality PA, supplied by Panreac), and high-
quality deionized water with a conductivity value lower than 1
µS · cm-3.

The cationic resin Amberlite IR-120 supplied by Rhom &
Haas was used as the ion exchanger. The physical properties
of the resin have been presented elsewhere.23 Prior to the
laboratory tests, the resin was pretreated and regenerated to
convert it to the H+-form as described by de Lucas et al. 24

The water content in the resin was found by thermogravimetry
(Perkin-Elmer Thermal Analysis Controller TAC 7/DX) to be
35.34 % w/w.

Procedure. The experimental set consisted of nine 0.25 L
glass containers, hermetically sealed and submerged in a
temperature-controlled thermostatic bath. The fixed temperature
[(283, 303, and 323) K] was kept constant with maximum
deviations of ( 0.1 K. Different known masses of resin, in the
H+-form, were put in contact with aqueous solutions of metal
ions in the presence or absence of known concentrations of
HNO3 to ensure the same initial solution phase charge concen-
tration of total normality equal to 0.1 eq ·L-1. The precision of
resin weighing was ( 0.0001 g. The solution pH value was
always lower than 3 to avoid hydroxyl complex formation and
thus possible metal precipitation.

Equilibrium resin loading data were generated for the H+/
Pb2+, H+/Ni2+, and H+/Cr3+ systems. The suspension formed
by the resin and solution were vigorously agitated by means of
a multipoint magnetic stirrer for 24 h. Preliminary tests
confirmed that this period was enough to ensure that equilibrium
had been attained. At the end of this period, the mixtures were
filtered to remove the solid phase from the liquid by filtration.

The liquid phase was analyzed for metal content by an
inductively coupled plasma spectrophotometer sequential
ICP-AES (Varian), and both initial and equilibrium pH were
measured with a Basic 20 (CRISON) pH meter.

The resin phase composition was determined by mass balance
from initial and equilibrium compositions of the liquid phase,
according to eq 1

q * ) V
W

(C0 -C * ) (1)

where C0 and C* are the initial and equilibrium concentration
of metal in the liquid phase (meq ·L-1), respectively; and q*
denotes the resin-phase equilibrium concentration of metal

(meq ·g-1 dry resin). V and W are the volume of solution (L)
and the weight of dry ion-exchange resin (g).

Model and Prediction. An ion-exchange reaction is defined
as a reversible exchange of ions between a liquid phase
containing counterions, which are different from those initially
in the solid phase. Let us consider the following ion-exchange
process for a binary system (eq 2) where the ion exchanger (r)
is initially in the A-form and the counterion in the solution is
B. Counterion exchange occurs, and the ion A in the ion
exchanger is partially replaced by B

�Ar
R++RBs

�+S �As
R++RBr

�+ (2)

where R and � are the valences of the ionic species A and B,
respectively.

In the equilibrium state, the solid and liquid phases contain
both competing counterion species, A and B. Electroneutrality
is necessarily maintained in this reaction whether in the ion
exchanger or in the aqueous solution. This indicates that
counterion exchange occurs in equivalents, and the ionic
concentration for a binary system can be expressed as an ionic
fraction as follows
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where yB and xB represent the fraction of the ion B in the solid
and liquid phase, respectively. N is the total normality of the
ions in the solution phase (eq ·L-1), and q0 is the useful capacity
of the resin in the system studied (eq ·g-1 of dry resin).

The important factor that should be considered in a compre-
hensive theory of ion exchange is nonideal behavior of ions in
the solid and liquid phases. It can result from an ion-ion and
ion-solid interaction, ionic charge, ionic radius, and other
molecular constants.25 Therefore, the equilibrium constant for
the exchange reaction (2) assuming real behavior for both phases
could be expressed by the following equation
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where γj and γ are the activity coefficients of each ion in the
ion exchanger and in the solution, respectively.

Liquid phase activity coefficients in the mixed solution
containing cations c and anions a were calculated from the Pitzer
limiting law.26,27 If the mixing terms are considered to be small,
the equation for the cation M can be expressed as27–30

ln γM ) zM
2 F+∑

a

ma(2BMa + ZCMa)+ |zM|∑
c

∑
a

mamcCca

(6)

where c and c′ are cations and a and a′ are anions and mi is the
molality of the ion i. The charge is indicated by zM. The quantity
F includes the Debye-Hückel term and other terms as follows

F)-A�[I1⁄2 ⁄ (1+ bI1⁄2)+ (2 ⁄ b) ln(1+ bI1⁄2)]+

∑
c
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where I is the ionic strength in the bulk phase in molal units.
The sums over i include all solute species; uncharged species

Table 1. Parameters of the Pitzer Limiting Law30,31

species �ca0 �ca1 Cca�

HNO3 0.1119 0.3206 -0.001
Pb(NO3)2 -0.03615 0.2850 0.0053
Ni(NO3)2 0.3535 1.6049 -0.101
Cr(NO3)2 0.7040 5.1847 -0.059
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do not contribute to I or Z. The double summation indices, c <
c′ and a < a′, denote the sum over all distinguishable pairs of
different cations or anions. The constant b is a universal
parameter with the value 1.2 kg1/2 ·mol-1/2, and the constant
Aφ is dependent on the temperature with the following values
0.3821, 0.3949, and 0.4103 at (283, 303, and 323) K, respec-
tively. Bca′ is the ionic strength derivatives of Bca, and they are
given by the following equations in terms of the commonly
tabulated parameter �(0)

ca and �(1)
ca.27

Bca ) �ca
(0) + �ca

(1)g(X) (10)

Bca
′ ) �ca

(1)g′(X) ⁄ I (11)

where

X)R · I1⁄2 (12)

g(X)) 2[1- (1+X) exp(-X)] ⁄ X2 (13)

g′(X))-2[1- (1+X+X2 ⁄ 2) exp(-X)] ⁄ X2 (14)

The parameter Cca is related to the commonly tabulated
parameter CΦ

ca by the equation:

Cca )Cca
� ⁄ (2|zcza|

1⁄2) (15)

A value of 2.0 kg1/2 ·mol-1/2 for R is recommended by Pitzer
for several types of salts at 25 °C. This value can be used for
all the electrolytes studied in this paper. Values for �ca

(0) , �ca
(1),

and Cca� are species-dependent, and the parameters used in
this work are shown in Table 1. It is also assumed that these

Table 2. Comparison among Experimental and Predicted Ion-Exchange Equilibrium Data for Pb2+ on Amberlite IR-120

T/K ) 283 T/K ) 303 T/K ) 323

exptl theor. exptl theor. exptl theor.

xPb2+ yPb2+ yPb2+ xPb2+ yPb2+ yPb2+ xPb2+ yPb2+ yPb2+

0.0072 0.4314 0.4741 0.0051 0.4189 0.4593 0.0049 0.4367 0.4806
0.0314 0.6598 0.6424 0.0247 0.6752 0.6408 0.0269 0.6989 0.6786
0.0735 0.7851 0.7244 0.0677 0.8204 0.7382 0.0732 0.7911 0.7809
0.2111 0.8540 0.8360 0.1971 0.8511 0.8515 0.2113 0.8593 0.8737
0.2791 0.8668 0.8646 0.2676 0.8159 0.8859 0.3382 0.9122 0.9083
0.3435 0.8876 0.8839 0.3199 0.8774 0.8946 0.4402 0.9281 0.9294
0.4472 0.9130 0.9094 0.4168 0.8980 0.9172 0.6768 0.9348 0.9658
0.6632 0.9444 0.9509 0.6186 0.9504 0.9509 0.8917 0.9424 0.9897
0.8772 0.9900 0.9828 0.8429 0.9570 0.9820 --- --- ---

Table 3. Comparison among Experimental and Predicted Ion-Exchange Equilibrium Data for Ni2+ on Amberlite IR-120

T/K ) 283 T/K ) 303 T/K ) 323

exptl theor. exptl theor. exptl theor.

xNi2+ yNi2+ yNi2+ xNi2+ yNi2+ yNi2+ xNi2+ yNi
2+ yNi2+

0.0174 0.4305 0.4460 0.0170 0.4333 0.4143 0.0166 0.4371 0.4444
0.0452 0.6356 0.6244 0.0468 0.6303 0.6126 0.0443 0.6296 0.6327
0.0883 0.7281 0.7292 0.0877 0.7427 0.7191 0.0846 0.7901 0.7413
0.2503 0.8178 0.8589 0.2352 0.9179 0.8542 0.2437 0.8615 0.8668
0.3268 0.8529 0.8879 0.3174 0.9026 0.8846 0.3351 0.8078 0.8955
0.3950 0.9075 0.9086 0.3947 0.9064 0.9068 0.3926 0.9174 0.9149
0.5446 0.9337 0.9404 0.5430 0.9387 0.9394 0.5406 0.9442 0.9445
0.7498 0.9882 0.9718 0.7774 0.9399 0.9746 0.7742 0.9417 0.9765
0.9865 0.9900 0.9986 0.9900 0.9465 0.9990 0.9855 1.0000 0.9987

Table 4. Comparison among Experimental and Predicted Ion-Exchange Equilibrium Data for Cr3+ on Amberlite IR-120

T/K ) 283 T/K ) 303 T/K ) 323

exptl theor. exptl theor. exptl theor.

xCr3+ yCr3+ yCr3+ xCr3+ yCr3+ yCr3+ xCr3+ yCr3+ yCr3+

0.0006 0.4327 0.4332 0.0005 0.4347 0.4352 0.0002 0.4376 0.4382
0.0144 0.7468 0.7474 0.0132 0.7686 0.7723 0.0115 0.7578 0.8034
0.0644 0.8153 0.8404 0.0635 0.8449 0.8605 0.0618 0.8625 0.8798
0.1876 0.8467 0.8957 0.1848 0.8694 0.9097 0.1757 0.9355 0.9204
0.2467 0.8488 0.9099 0.2480 0.8642 0.9232 0.2362 0.9234 0.9320
0.3088 0.8671 0.9218 0.3077 0.8697 0.9330 0.2970 0.9182 0.9413
0.4099 0.8727 0.9375 0.3909 0.8995 0.9445 0.3877 0.9062 0.9514
0.6059 0.8894 0.9581 0.6014 0.9086 0.9607 0.5716 0.9680 0.9637
0.8142 0.9900 0.9700 0.7998 0.9511 0.9766 0.7949 0.9730 0.9750

Table 5. Equilibrium Parameters of the Binary Systems H+/Pb2+, H+/Ni2+, and H+/Cr3+ on the Resin Amberlite IR-120

system T KAB av. dev

(AR+/B�+) K (kg · eq-1)�-R ΛAB ΛBA (%) CABA CABB

H+/Pb2+ 283 3.5922 1.1328 1.8511 2.7612 276.2737 211.9431
303 4.6650 1.1050 1.8115 4.4588 276.2735 211.9439
323 5.8654 1.0808 1.7772 3.1011 276.2739 211.9427

H+/Ni2+ 283 0.7450 0.6790 1.4935 2.0003 30.1237 22.6910
303 0.9675 0.7292 1.2165 3.1868 30.1237 22.6967
323 1.2164 0.7323 1.2183 3.1661 30.1238 22.6886

H+/Cr3+ 283 4.2729 1.0740 1.0486 4.3276 33.9921 31.3932
303 8.1539 1.0634 0.8463 3.7439 27.9802 31.3944
323 14.3639 1.0757 1.0332 2.0365 34.3322 35.0398
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constants are independent of the temperature in the studied
temperature range.

The activity coefficients in the solid phase were calculated
using the Wilson equations that consider the combined effects
of the differences in molecular size and intermolecular forces.32

For a binary system, this model is expressed by the following
equations

γA ) exp(1- ln(yA + (1- yA)ΛAB))-

( yA

yA + (1- yA
)ΛAB - ( (1- yA)ΛBA

(1- yA)+ yAΛBA
) (16)

γB ) exp(1- ln((1- yA)+ yAΛBA))-

( 1- yA

(1- yA)+ yAΛBA
)- ( yAΛAB

yA + (1- yA)ΛAB
) (17)

where ΛAB and ΛBA are the Wilson binary interaction parameters
defined such that A * B for a nonideal exchanger phase, which
are a function of temperature. If the activity coefficients of the
components are expressed in infinitely dilute mixtures of each
component

ln γ-∞
A ) 1- ln ΛAB -ΛBA (18)

ln γ-∞
B ) 1- ln ΛBA -ΛAB (19)

and additionally the Robinson-Gilliland equation is valid33

T ln γ-∞
i ) constant (20)

Then the relationship between the Wilson parameters and the
temperature can be expressed as33

T(1- ln ΛAB -ΛBA))CAB
A (21)

T(1- ln ΛBA -ΛAB))CAB
B (22)

where T is the absolute temperature and CABA and CABB are
the constants of the Robinson and Gilliland relationship.

The standard thermodynamic properties of each binary system
were obtained using the following thermodynamic relation-
ships21,34–36

∆G°AB )-RT
R�

ln KAB (23)

∆G°AB )∆H°AB - T ·∆S°AB (24)

where R is the ideal gas constant and ∆G°, ∆H°, and ∆S° are
changes in free energy, enthalpy, and entropy, respectively.

From the above two equations,

KAB(T)) 1

e(R�
R )·[ ∆H°AB

T
-∆S°AB]

(25)

The equilibrium experimental data for the three temperatures
studied were fitted together. In this set of equations, the nine
unknown parameters (maximum capacity (q0), Wilson param-

Figure 1. Equilibrium isotherms of H+/Pb2+, H+/ Ni2+, and H+/ Cr3+ with Amberlite IR-120 at N ) 0.1 eq ·L-1. (a) System H+/Pb2+. (b) System H+/Ni2+.
(c) System H+/Cr3+.
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eters (ΛAB and ΛBA) at each temperature, and both the
thermodynamic properties (∆H° and ∆S °)) were obtained by
fitting the experimental data to the model. To solve the model,
it was also taken into account that the Wilson parameter is
subjected to the Robinson-Gilliland constraint. A nonlinear
regression method based on the Marquardt algorithm, described
in previous works,34,37 has been used to obtain the mentioned
parameters.

Results and Discussion

Two different values for the resin capacity were obtained:
5.56 meq ·g-1 for the ions lead and nickel and 5.3 meq ·g-1

for chromium. These values are a little higher than the value
obtained of 5.0 meq ·g-1 for the ions Cu2+, Cd2+, and Zn2+ by
Valverde et al.17 The difference in the capacity obtained for
chromium and for lead and nickel could be attributed to
dissociation effects or exclusion phenomena. In this con-
text, the pH value of a solution is an important factor that can
control the uptake of the species in solution.38

The equilibrium experiments for nickel and lead were always
carried out at pH < 2, conditions at which both ions are entirely
found as Ni(II) and Pb(II), respectively. The experiments with
chromium were carried out at pH values lower than three.
According to Kocaoba and Akcin,39 in this pH region, two
species of chromium can be found, mainly Cr(III) (91.9 %) and
also the complex Cr(OH)2+ (7.7 %). Thus, the resin could uptake
selectively both forms of chromium. Nevertheless, the lower
valence of the Cr(OH)2+ would allow the exchanger to uptake
a higher amount of moles of this species than the Cr(III). In
the theoretical treatment, the total amount of chromium ex-
changed was considered as Cr(III), and the useful capacity
obtained was slightly lower than 5.6 meq ·g-1 indicating that
the resin prefers this form of chromium from the liquid solution.
The difference between the maximum usable capacities exhib-
ited by the resin for the studied ions could be related with the
hydrated ionic radius.

The hydrated ionic radius of the three metals in this study
decrease in the order Cr(III) > Pb(II) > Ni(II).40,41 Chro-
mium(III) has the largest hydrated ionic radius of any known
heavy metal, and its exchange requires a favorable pore
opening.35 It is possible that the total active centers of the
exchanger are not available for this species, thus diminishing
the useful resin capacity. On the other hand, the result obtained
by Demirbas et al.34 for Pb2+ and Ni2+ indicates that the pH
has a strong influence on the removal of both ions since this
resin exhibits different capacities for both ions at higher pH
values. These results indicate that the behavior of this resin for
these kinds of ions is dependent strongly on pH since hydroxyl
complexes form mainly at higher pH values and the hydrated
size of the ionic species.

The experimental data and the theoretical data from the model
are shown in Tables 2 to 4. Likewise, Table 5 contains the
equilibrium constant (KAB) and the binary interaction parameters
of Wilson (ΛAB and ΛBA) and the constants of the Robinson
and Gilliland relationship. The average deviation from the
experimental data was calculated from the difference, in absolute
value (Abs), between the experimental concentration of the metal
ion in the resin and that predicted by the model, according to
the following formula

Figure 2. Activity coefficients in the resin phase. (a) System H+/Pb2+ for
a temperature of (283, 303, and 323) K. (b) Systems H+/Pb2+, H+/Ni2+,
and H+/Cr3+ for a temperature of 303 K.

Figure 3. Activity coefficients in the liquid phase for the systems H+/Pb2+,
H+/Ni2+, and H+/Cr3+ at 303 K.

Table 6. Standard Thermodynamic Properties of the Binary
Systems H+/Pb2+, H+/Ni2+, and H+/Cr3+ on the Resin Amberlite
IR-120

T ∆G°ΑΒ ∆H°ΑΒ ∆S°ΑΒ

system K kJ ·mol-1 kJ ·mol-1 J ·mol-1 ·K-1

H+/Pb2+ 283 -1.5052 4.6624 21.7822
303 -1.9408
323 -2.3765

H+/Ni2+ 283 0.3465 4.6625 15.2428
303 0.0416
323 -0.2632

H+/Cr3+ 283 -1.1396 7.6861 31.1697
303 -1.7630
323 -2.3864
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av. dev. (%))
∑
i)1

m

Abs(yM+�
exptl - yM+�

theor

yM+�
exptl ) × 100

m
(26)

where m is the number of experimental data of each isotherm.
The average deviation is lower than 4.5 % in most cases.

The values obtained from modeling calculations were used to
plot the theoretical equilibrium isotherms. The model predictions
for each of the systems at each temperature are compared
graphically with the experimentally determined equilibrium
points in Figure 1. As can be seen, the theoretical results are in
quite good agreement with the experimental data. Although the
ion-exchange equilibrium curves for different metal ions varied
minutely among the temperatures, a common trend toward a
move away from the diagonal as the temperature increases was
observed. This indicates that temperature favors counterion
uptake from the liquid phase. According to the values of the
equilibrium constants obtained, the Amberlite IR-120 exhibits
the following order of selectivity, Cr3+ > Pb2+ > Ni2+, in all
ranges of temperature studied. Besides, all the isotherms are in
the upper diagonal confirming the general rule of a bigger
affinity of artificial resins for ions of higher valence.17,23

The activity coefficients in the solid phase for the system
H+/Pb2+ at different temperatures are shown in Figure 2a. As
can be seen, the effect of the temperature on the activity
coefficient for both cations in this phase is practically negligible.
On the other hand, Figure 2b indicates that the activity
coefficients in the solid phase depend strongly on the charac-
teristics of the ions involved in the ion-exchange process.

Figure 3 shows the behavior of the activity coefficient in the
liquid phase for the systems under study at 303 K. As can be
seen, the values are far from one indicating that the behavior
of these ions is nonideal in this phase: mainly the ion chromium.
Taking into account the trend of activity coefficients for all ions
in both phases, it is possible to conclude that the studied systems
are nonideal and require a real treatment for both phases.

Table 6 contains the thermodynamic properties of the binary
systems constituted by H+/Pb2+, H+/Ni2+, and H+/Cr3+ at (283,
303, and 323) K. The positive enthalpy indicates that these
processes are endothermic which differs with the normal
behavior of an ion-exchange process. In the same way, the
standard entropy obtained is also positive, indicating an increase
in the degree of freedom of the loaded species. Nevertheless,
the negative standard free energy clearly indicates that the
process is spontaneous, and the metal cations are preferably
bound to the resin as compared to protons. This preference
increases with temperature as was discussed above.

Conclusions

Ion-exchange equilibrium H+/Pb2+, H+/Ni2+, and H+/Cr3+

systems using strongly acidic cationic resin Amberlite IR-120
have been measured at (283, 303, and 333) K. Experimental
equilibrium data can be satisfactorily correlated to the homo-
geneous mass action model (LAM) using the Wilson and Pitzer
limiting law equations to calculate activity coefficients in the
solid phase and in the liquid phase, respectively. Theoretical
results are in good agreement with experimental ones. The
temperature of the reaction has a slight influence on the
equilibrium behavior. The resin presents a higher capacity of
uptake for lead and nickel than chromium, but this behavior
can be related with the largest hydrated ionic size of Cr(III)
that can promote its ion exclusion as well as the contact with
the total resin active centers. The standard free energy was
negative, indicating the spontaneity of the process and that the

resin prefers the metal ions to protons. Finally, the resin exhibits
the following selectivity order: Cr(III) > Pb(II) > Ni(II) . H+.
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